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Abstract:
Among the fastest-growing sectors, health care sector is most sought out one owing to the pandemic.
During this pandemic the Healthcare sector is facing lot of complications inclusive of handling the medical
record data and contact tracing. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‑19) is caused by severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Most of the data are stored in the cloud inviting the malicious users to
play with. Moreover, a plethora of challenges faced by the investigators related to the new cloud storage
technology, are as dispersal of shards, default encryption, defining the position of shards, convalescing files with
user credentials, and so on. Among several technologies to tackle the malicious users, block chain tops the list.
All the challenges must be met with a forensically sound methodology, identification of artifacts, and a tool to
assist investigators in retrieving artifacts and tell-tale evidence.
The Block chain is used a tool to launch an efficient and translucent health care professional model
based on sophisticated degrees of accuracy all through this COVID 19 pandemic. Block chain exhibits massive
potential health care solution for data provenance, decentralized management, enforcement of health-care
regulations, immutable audit trail, interoperable health data access, logistics, medical supply chain efficiency,
privacy, redundancy and fault tolerance, remote data collection and logging, robustness, security of EMRs,
Integrity of medical records, Storage capacity, unification or standardization of information, value-based
payment mechanisms. In the field of block chain-based distributed storage forensics challenges like recovering
files and metadata to be of use in a prosecution are yet to be solved. Unless this challenge is tackled there is no
guarantee that such data are recoverable on an accused‘s local storage.
This paper gives a comprehensive overview of the rationalized review of the Block Chain, Block Chain
Forensics, rationale for the study of Block Chain Forensics, applications, various open research challenges in
Healthcare. This study provokes the inevitability for Block Chain Forensics. Moreover, this study also reveals
the need for immediate research that are capable enough to be rendered as solutions. Last but not the least, this
paper provides an insight into the latest Block Chain Forensics research trends, which will prove beneficial in
the development of Digital forensic investigation process.
Key Words: Anonymity, Autonomy, Block Chain, Block Chain Forensics, Decentralization, Delegated Proofof-Stake (DPoS) ,Digital artifacts, Immutable, Open Source, Practical Byzantine Fault, Proof of Elapsed
Time(PoET),Proof-of-Activity (PoA),Proof-of-Bum (PoB),Proof-of-Stake (PoS),Proof-of-Weight (Po Weight),
Proof-of-Work (PoW),Transparency.
1. Block Chain:
Block Chain picks up where IoMT & Cloud technology bites the dust. BC is used to store information
securely in safe locations for future information sharing. A Block Chain is a ledger which is dispersed and it
operates based on consensus alias validation mechanisms programmed on dissimilar nodes of its networks. The
Block Chain is used to generate a tamper-proof digital ledger of transactions; which is shared among the parties.
The transactions among the parties are signed using public-key cryptography and these dealings are stockpiled
on a circulated ledger. The ledger is encompassed of cryptographically linked blocks of transactions, to form a
block chain. Once recorded it is very difficult to remove a block from the Block Chain ledger. Block Chain thus
gives a digital version of etching information into solid stone. Block Chain technology further permits dispersed
preservation of encrypted data.
2. Characteristics of Block Chain:
The characteristics of block chain are as follows:
 Immutability – The transaction cannot be changed once it is agreed and shared across the distributed
network,
 Innovation – There is sample space for new creation of Block Chains,
 Reduced Transaction Expenses – This is made possible with the eradication of the third parties,
 Security – This is made possible due to decentralization,
 Transparency – This is achievable for sure as all the alterations are made public.
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Integrity- Block Chain Data Integrity in Cloud ensures that the data assets stored on the Cloud are
intact and nothing has been tampered with. A Keyless Signature Infrastructure (KSI™) via a Restful
API is enough to provide the desired integrity.
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Figure 1: Block Chain - Characteristics
2. Types of Block Chain:
There are many, types of Block Chain (see Table 1), that have emerged such as public, private, semiprivate, side-chains etc.
Table 1: Types of Block Chain
Type of Block Chain
Functioning
Public Block Chain
anyone can participate
Private Block Chain
can participate after requesting membership
Semi-Private Block Chain
combination of public and private Block Chains
Concept of running a separate distributed ledger off of the main chain but
Side Chains
with transactions able to take place in the same currency
Consensus mechanisms (see Table2) are used for verification of the transactional data between the
nodes in a network.
Table 2: Summary of Consensus Algorithms in Block Chain
Algorithm
Characteristics
Proof-of-Work (PoW)
solve a mathematical puzzle to get incentives.
Can own a section of Block Chain and this act as a carter to maintain
Proof-of-Stake (PoS)
a version of ledger which is of true state. Should have casing in the
game.
Owner votes for an agent, who, executes the function of validating
Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS)
transactions and maintaining the Block Chain.
Based on a lottery game, a leader is selected; and this Leader picks
Proof of Elapsed Time(PoET)
the next version of the ledger
A consensus algorithm for the enterprise consortiums in which the
Practical Byzantine Fault
members are partially Tolerance (PBFT) trusted.
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Proof-of-Weight
PoS algorithm solves the biased nature using "weighted factors".
(Po Weight)
Miners dispatch coins to an "eater address". The one who burns the
Proof-of-Bum (PoB)
coins gets a prize and can pit a new block.
Two consensus algorithms PoW and PoS are mixed to obtain
Proof-of-Activity (PoA)
security.
Block Chain platforms are selected based on the subjective assessment of their Activities, ease of
prototyping, Popularity, Pricing, supported languages, and Type of network.
The various Block Chain platforms are IBM Block Chain, IOTA, Multichain, Open-chain, Quorum, R3
Corda, Ripple, Stellar, Symbiont Assembly.
3. Block Chain in Health Care:
A vast body of literature is available that converses the use of Block Chain in Health Care. Carlisle,
B.G (2014) shows the use of bit coin in medical research. The year 2015, witnessed the popularization of Block
Chain as a novel economic model by Swan, M (2015) and the use of Block Chain for decentralizing privacy by
Zyskind, G., et al (2015).
The year 2016, further saw the evolution of Block Chain [Baliga, A (2016)], Electronic Patient Record
systems (EPRs) [Baxendale, G (2016)], and its utilization in empowering the patient-physician relationship
[Baxendale, G (2016)]. Azaria, A, et al., (2016) in their paper described about the utilization of Block Chain for
handling authorization in medical domain, with a developed application named as Medrec. Some authors cited
the use of Block Chain as solutions for Interoperability [Brodersen, C, et al., (2016)]; provide protocols for
medical trustworthiness [Irving, G, Holden, J (2016)]; and for transparency [Nugent, T, et al., (2016)].
In the year 2017, Block Chain evolved rapidly [Dai, F, et al., (2017)]; and it was used in various Health
Care applications [Angraal, S, et al., (2017), Benchoufi, M, et al., (2017), Dhillon, V, et al., (2017)]. The Block
Chain is substantiated to be very energetic for Health Care [Heston, T (2017)], and for consequently vesting ehealth [Dubovitskaya, A, et al., (2017)]. Many preceding works mentions about the challenges and opportunities
of Block Chain in e-Health Care [Rabah, K (2017), Karafiloski, E., Mishev, A (2017), Tama,B.A, et al., (2017)].
Esposito, C, et al., (2018) showed how in 2018, Block Chain gained its celebrity status as an assurance
for offering security and privacy of eHealth Care. For example, to name a few systems - Blochie [Jiang, S, et al.,
(2018)], FHIR chain [Zhang, P, et al., (2018)] and Mistore [Zhou, L. (2018)].
Many documentations [WHO (2020); H. Zorbas, et al.,(2003);R. S. Kaplan , et al.,(2011);A. M.
Alloubani, et al.,(2020)] have narrated about the problems arising due to the management complexity and the
heterogenous nature of the multiple stakeholders. This problem is more intense in developing countries devoid
of appropriate infrastructure (deprived of any appropriate systems to preserve the records, human resources and
manpower, funding and medical policy [K. Sears, et al.,(2017)]. Amongst the various solutions devised using
the latest popular technologies, Block chain exhibits massive potential solution for safeguarding the medical
records management problems [World Economic Forum, et al., (2020); Price water house Coopers, 2020)],
which was pigeon holed by Gartner, into the top 10 strategic technologies which will change the world in the
future years [F. Curbera, et al., (2019)].In short, block chain qualifies the stored data to be secure and improved.
Other works that is of interest are: Auth Privacy Chain
(block chain-based access control framework
with privacy protection) proposed by Yang, C., et al., (2020); block chain-empowered AAA scheme for
accessing data of LS-HetNet proposed by Na Shi, et al., (2020) and zkCrowd (an innovative hybrid block chain
crowd sourcing platform) named and proposed by, Zhu, S et al.,(2020)
4. Block Chain in Health Care: Rationale:
M. Mettler(2016) enumerated several advantages obtained by applying Block Chain in smart Health
Care. For example, health data can be stockpiled on the Block Chain in a safe way. The Characteristics of Block
Chain viz., no particular point of failure (as it is distributed), complete pellucidity, strong cryptographic
techniques, near 100% immutability and its ability to use insightful contracts, makes it the most preferred
mechanism of data integrity in the Cloud. These Characteristics has ignited the Block Chain revolution, which
has not only swept the feet of the financial industry by storm, but is also making inroads in every sector like
Health Care, energy, retail, governance, supply chain and agriculture, including Data integrity; thereby
disrupting the walks of life of people.
The utilization of Block Chain technology, offers reliability (decentralized architecture) and safety in
the Health Care system. The Block Chain can alleviate problems arising from the privacy and integrity of
patient information, due to the features of Block Chain, such as immutability, transparency and reliability. Block
Chain supports in the management of logs and the auditing of the data.
5. Block Chain Applications in Health Care:
The benefits that arise from the integration of Block Chain techniques with Health Care have been
documented by several authors [Kshetri, N, et al.,(2018),Azaria, A, et al.,(2016),R. Jayaraman, et al.,(2019)]
that is to say, are the computerized execution of services, disparity access control for various user types, the
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enactment of health-care regulations, logistics, distant data collection, indexing, the unification or calibration of
information, redundancy and fault lenience.
Uniting the Block Chain technology with IoT, it can augment the reliability (due to immutability of the
data) of the evidence carried in real time.
Block Chain-Based Health Asset Tracking and Management in The Supply Chain:
The Block Chain assists in the management of drug supply chains, primarily because of its
immutability characteristics, which makes the forgery of drug, more challenging (for example the tragic
consequences for the Nigeria population). The Block Chain can thus be applied to many areas like control and
management of drugs. Block Chain assists in monitoring the dispersal of drugs, and check that the resources
trail the supply chain pattern fittingly. Say for example, in drug distribution, cycling through all the stages in the
supply chain, assist in combating drug counterfeiters, such as the deviation of pharmaceutical products and theft.
Health Care Information Management:
The Block Chain protocols are used in Health Care information management to control transactions,
process of distributing electronic health records, with increased security, immutability of data, and privacy. The
Block Chain satisfies the necessities to improve the quality and security of data transfer, as well as the reduction
of energy costs. As the consensus protocols are becoming more advanced, they can be used in the resourceconstrained devices (e.g., IoMT), as from light consensus protocols such as PBFT and SCP [Imran Makhdoom
et al., (2019)]. The Block Chain endorses the sharing and storage of medical big data.
Secure Sharing & Storage of Health Care Data:
All the stakeholders who are into Health Care are to securely share patients‘ medical Data. The shared
untampered data relevant to the patients are necessary to make good Health Care decisions. The speedy
development of Block Chain ensures the sharing and stowing of health data on the Block Chain in an absolute,
safe and consistent way. The primary protocol that is involved in the network trust building processes are the
consensus protocol, which helps to share patient records, images sharing, Log Management in Health Care
Systems, managing Health Care information, Patient Monitoring with the aid of personal sensors, reliability and
monitoring patients through sensors with limited hardware.
The medical data is to be stored securely, especially with good data honesty, which is a daunting task.
The medical data like patients‘ complete medical histories, are stored and maintained using a Block Chain
communally in a decentralized way.
The Block Chain endorses the importance of Block Chain technology in the Health Care industry by
utilizing it in a number of other ways – namely, for increased reliability, increased efficiency, privacy, security,
developing integration, and lots more.
Privacy and Security in Block Chain for Health Care:
Feng, et al., (2019) has listed about the prevailing challenges of privacy in the Block Chain as (i)
Identity privacy - preserve the user‘s private identity, without linking to the transaction and (ii) Transaction
privacy - guaranteeing the inaccessibility to the contents of transaction by unauthorized users.
The striking literatures, citing the utilization of Block Chain to achieve, privacy in health care are :
Dwork, C, et al.,(2014) work on differential privacy, Acar, A.,, et al.,(2018) work on homomorphic crypto
graphy , Sabt.M, et al.,(2015) work on trusted execution environments (TEE) , and Ben-Sasson, et al.,(2018)
work onzk-snarks (derived from the zero-knowledge proof). Several mechanisms and the relevant concepts of
preserving privacy are existing in literatures [Indumathi 2012, 2013 (a, b, c), 2020, 2021; Indumathi and Uma
2007(a, b), 2008(a, b, c, d)].
6. Block Chain Forenscis:
Block Chain forensics, is an umbrella term covering issues of Block Chain and Digital Forensics, that
may support in investigating Block Chain ecosystems and quickly respond to and report Block Chain security
incidents. Moreover, it combats fraud with block chain and crypto-anchors. The block chain is used in an
application to secure the data, which is very crucial during this pandemic situation; as it is entrenched in
different application stages. [Combating fraud with block chain and crypto-anchors, Provenance: Every product
has a story (2017)]. Block chain forensics is yet to develop novel solutions in Retort to Up-and-coming Digital
Forensics Challenges.
IoT presents substantial forensic challenges in terms of evidence source identification, artefact
acquisition, insufficiency of IoT-specific forensic tools and techniques, and issues in multijurisdictional
litigation.
The Block chain is a powerful technology that decentralizes computation and management processes
which can solve many of IoT issues, especially security.
Koshy, P., et al.,(2014), established the facility to map Bitcoin addresses straight to IP data. It generates
and estimates mappings exclusively by means of real-time transaction traffic garnered over 5 months. The
heuristics to detect the ownership relationships between Bitcoin addresses and owners IP addresses was
proposed by leveraging anomalous spreading behavior.
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7. Significance of Block Chain Forenscis:
 Block chain can be integrated into the Digital Investigation Models.
 Block chain can uphold Compliance with Digital Investigation Principles.
 Block chain usage aids to Simplify Multijurisdictional Investigations, Managing Cross-Jurisdictional
Disaster-Centered
 Block chain aids to provide more Witnesses.
 Block chain-Based Forensic-Enabled Devices can be used to Support Victims.
 Block chain can be used to Investigate Technology Misuse.
 Building trusted ecosystems for Forensic caseworks using Block chain
 Missing Persons Lists
 Identifying human remains in a disaster
 Managing postmortem (PM) Data Repositories of Found Victims
 Managing ante mortem (AM) Data Repositories for Global Living Citizens
8. Open Research Challenges in Block Chain Digital Forensics:
 Develop a block chain-based forensic framework that aids in gathering heterogeneous digital evidence,
forensic procedures in a standardized manner.
 Efficient management of data volume in the chain of custody – Evidence data is voluminous and
contains thousands of multimedia files or log files per case. The data storage should offer the raw
documents based on off-chain technologies like IPFS, Storj. The hashes or meta-hashes should be used
in the block chain, to ease audit ability.
 Enable understandable forensic outcome/reports –There is an accentuating incomplete research in the
field of establishing a crystal-clear link between forensic sound procedures and their proper
explanations. This can be solved by the block chain as it offers an efficient and provable establishment
of data flows. The knowledge salvaging and report formation parts can then be automated so that it is
understandable in court.
 Interoperability and cross-border jurisdictions. The international collaborations in the form of
international standardized streams and apt data management and sharing agreements will augment the
contest of cybercrime, enabling international interoperability.
 Parse forensic sound procedures in block chain systems- Ensure apt sound consistent forensic flows are
in proper place, and assure that smart contracts relate the suitable functions; so that it can be used in
final court for verification & validation and chain of custody tamper-proof guarantees. The immutable
property of Block chain is a proof-of-existence and this can be merged with the block timestamps and
hashes, so as to serve as a guarantee that evidence was garnered at a precise moment and that they have
not been altered.
 Timeline of events and chronology- In forensic investigations to have an apt reporting and evidence
gathering procedures based on the timeline of events is essential as it is used in the future to avoid or
minimize them. Moreover, the significance of data acquisition and timeline of events in digital
forensics is crucial to recognize patterns and relate to analogous cases.
 Tokenization of pieces from digital evidence – The digital evidence extracted from the crime scene is
normally analyzed for the reconstruction of events and this is performed by several individual or group
of people. Say for example, when an image of hard disk is obtained then this evidence is divided into a
random number of artifacts, analyzed by different people who will look into different parts like log
files, file system and a specific binary that necessitates reversing. The broken-down things are normally
assigned tokens (one solution) and storing tokenized artifacts in the block chain throughout the
progression of a digital investigation still remains as a major unsolved issue.
 Performance Issues-scalability, availability
 Security issues- Majority Attack and Selfish Mining, Anonymity and Privacy, Abuse of Block chain,
 Timeline of events and chronology.
 The creation, presentation and interpretation of forensic reports in numerous occurrences should be
prudently handled to eradicate the misapprehensions of the forensic hypothesis or the investigation
facts; which is main limitation in the standard.
 The Software-Defined Networks (SDN) paradigm introduces more challenges to digital investigation
processes (identification, extraction, and preservation phases). The digital forensic investigation
processes are to be revamped for SDN.
 The challenges of precisely identifying, extracting and preserving steadfast potential digital evidence in
an SDN is still in infancy. The incessant data storage and physical foraging is to be taken care for wellorganized storage process of potential digital evidence.
 The B4F proposed by Cebe, M., et al., (2018) offers a lightweight solution by just possessing hash
values, thereby ensuring integrity, fixity of forensic data, and availability of this data. Since, there is a
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lacunae in the development of a mechanism to ensure the availability of critical forensic data on block
chain; it still remains an open challenge.
 The area of forensic-by-design principle is yet to be researched while propositioning novel systems and
mechanisms.
 To get a value-added approach, of high level of forensic readiness a Block chain-based Chain-ofCustody should be established at an identical time pre-identified data (data of interest) that is produced
by an IoT device. The data of interest is either about the device itself, or other IoT devices or the
environment around.
 Regulations for imposing the partaking of numerous entities to forensic block chains and growth of
policies to use such data in illicit cases are probable research issues.
 A perfect check on the Quality and reliability of the evidence obtained from the to open environments
(e.g. the internet) through apprehensive communication protocols.
 Devise a mechanism to analyze and handle the heterogeneous evidence collected as medical evidence
from medical equipment‘s, as the healthcare systems adopt diverse technologies.
 Necessity for a digital crime safety enquiry to gather and analyze the various types of evidence got
from the network under examination.
 The infinite traces generated by the Medical Laboratory Information System demand infinite storage
space when collected over a long period of time and this relates to the devise of mechanism to preserve
an immense amount of evidence
 The reliable information integrity property of block chain states that any information, once cast in
block chain, cannot be changed or erased.
 Another viable use is to find if it can be trailed in contrary to the initial ―deal.‖ How well block chain
storage can adapt to the two prerequisites of imaging and treatment plans in healthcare information is
yet to be revealed.
 The off-chain storage of information wherein, the medical data remains as the data hashes in the block
chain; can be verified, secured, and deleted suitably. These constant hashes are used to prove the
legitimacy and precision of the off-chain medical records. This is yet to be standardized and overcome
the geographical jurisdictions.
 The person‘s privacy is yet to follow guidelines, standardization, and cross-border healthcare
information strategies, together with data retention and use, is life-threatening and going to be
undertaken.
 Yet another line of research is to explore the groundbreaking techniques for the lessening of block
chain mining adjournments and how block chain is to store and process large amounts of information
access transactions in an opportune time.
 Issues Facing in the Chain of Custody
o Rising data volume reduces the flexibility and capability of document.
o Make use of digital evidence and documentation to generate the CoC.
o CoC documentation, bearing in mind that evidence moves from one party to another.
o present the information in an understandable ways by the judge/ jury and other law enforcement
agencies to take a decision
9. Block Chain Forensics Process:
Digital Forensic Data Identification, Collection and Handling: used to identify, collect, and handle
potential Digital Forensic data. Say for example, in a fitness band the forensic digital data can be application
logs, configuration logs , monitoring logs, network logs , sensor's physical conditions, security incident and
events related logs; along with answers for queries like ―who,‖ ―when,‖ ―what,‖ and ―how‖ questions.
Incident Analysis, detection and Monitoring: the organizational processes, data source, and potential
forensic data source inputs are detected and used to define incident analysis, detection, and monitoring
requirements. Figure 2 validates the framework while integrating knowledge management terms (Navarro-Ortiz
et al. 2018) to deliberate the integration of Block chain technology.
IoT Security Processes: Ensures if the information security controls and measures are implemented to
protect data identified in the readiness processes are protected as mandated in the organizational processes. Say
for example, the IoT proxy, checks if the end-to-end security is employed from the IoT devices to the IoT
application, where data is used up.
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Figure 2: Role of Block Chain in the Digital Investigation Process
A. Identification Phase:
Several authors [M. Spagnuolo, et al.,(2014),C. Zhao , et al.,(2015),D. Neilson, et al.,(2016),L. Van
Der Horst, et al.,(2017),J. Bros´eus, et al.,(2017),J. Jose, et al.,(2017),T. Caldwell, (2018),J. Mac Rae , et
al.,(2018),M. Wang, et al.,(2018),T. Volety, et al.,(2019)] have mentioned about the proactive steps in the
identification phase to be taken for being prepared for the BC DFR .
 Verify and validate all the cases that linked to block chain technology by means of the block chain
related keywords.
 Appraise the up-to-date system architecture grounded on reported cases.
 Verify the units that interconnect with the present system as nodes.
 Spot block chain‘s linked evidences:
o User‘s machine, which is demarcated as the machine used by mutually the payer and payee.
o Crypto currency blocks and ledgers.
o Use tools like the Bit Cluster, Bit Iodine, Chain analysis, Elliptic, Encase, IEF (Internet Evidence
Finder), Numisight.
B. Collection and Preservation Phase:
Several authors [M. Spagnuolo, et al.,(2014),C. Zhao , et al.,(2015),D. Neilson, et al.,(2016), L. Van
Der Horst, et al.,(2017),J. Bros´eus, et al.,(2017),J. Jose, et al.,(2017),T. Caldwell, (2018),J. Mac Rae , et
al.,(2018),M. Wang, et al.,(2018),T. Volety, et al.,(2019)] have mentioned about the proactive steps in the
collection and preservation phase to be taken for being prepared for the BC DFR .
Mas‘ud, M. Z.,et al.,(2021)showcased the following Block chain‘s related evidences:
 Crypto currency‘s transactions from the crypto currency‘s ledger
 User‘s machine (wallet and client‘s log) - keys (Public + private), transaction id, passphrase, file
location.
C. Examination and Analysis Phase:
Several authors [M. Spagnuolo, et al., (2014), C. Zhao, et al., (2015), S. Meiklejohn, et al., (2016), L.
Van Der Horst, et al., (2017) have mentioned about the proactive steps in the examination phase to be taken for
being prepared for the BC DFR .
Mas‘ud, M. Z.,et al.,(2021)also showcased the following:
 Examine client process memory-back-up locations, contacts, passphrase, public and private key,
transaction data (address, label, transaction id, amount, fee and timestamps),
 User‘s machines-Wallet (registry, wallet.dat, log files, debug.log, peers.dat)
 Crypto currency‘ s ledgers and blocks- Crypto currency addresses, Crypto currency transaction
signature schemes
Analysis:
 User‘s memory and hard disk analysis
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o Graph-based analysis and clustering
o Based the crypto currency addresses
o clustering Bitcoin‘s addresses[S. Meiklejohn, et al.,(2016) ]
o find groups of addresses that belong to the same user based on blocks and transactions from the
local Bitcoin [M. Spagnuolo, et al.,(2014)
Probe-IoT of M. Hossain, et al., [2018] and FIF-IoT of M. Hossain, et al., [2018] are two models using
block chain technology to acquire and preserve evidence in IoT-based systems. They provide a tamper-evident
scheme to store evidence in a trustworthy manner. They use the digital ledger to maintain a track record of all
the transactions in an IoT-based system, including transactions between things and users, between things and
cloud, and between things to things. Due to the nature of block chain, Probe-IoT and FIF-IoT can ensure the
confidentiality, anonymity, and non repudiation of publicly available evidence.
D. Presentation or Report Phase:
N.H. Ab Rahman, et al., (2015), emphasised that the standardised procedures and specifications for
formulating forensic reports, should comply with the processes defined in existing investigation models and
standards like the ISO/ISEC 27043:2015 international standard.
In the milieu of the ISO/IEC 27043, report creation is a process is captured inside the exploratory
process which is one of the classes of digital investigation processes [V.R. Kebande, et al.,(2018) , V.R.
Kebande, et al.,(2015)]. V. Kebande, et al.,(2016), showed that the report generation is not a part of the main
process of investigation, but it is a process that shows or interprets the findings.
10. Conclusion:
The purpose and demand for the use of BC in digital forensic investigations is very apparent; whether it
be used for criminal inquiries by bodies or for meeting compliance requirements at exchanges. The use of BC
digital forensics is very challenging to the investigators have to not only antagonize with the ingenious gangs of
cybercriminals but also to cope with the core technical issues. The increase in computer storage has grown leaps
and bounds paving way to an alarming increase in various challenges in regard to digital forensics. The
evolution of services of storage from the local storage devices to cloud-based storage services, has only
increased the burden on the investigators posing several challenges related to evidence recovery. Several of
these have been dazed with inventiveness and tools to aid in the process of recuperating incriminating data.
Most of the research on Block Chain in the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is focused only on privacy, data
integrity, concealment and authentication. But it doesn‘t tackle the problems arising out of big data stream
produced by resource-constrained IoMT devices. However, more laborious research is also desirable in the
development of novel algorithms to decrypt provenance of crypto currencies and other parameters. It is
necessary to bring to light the potential of BC technology is and what can be done to assist in digital forensic
investigations. This is a comparatively new area and consequently has a lot of prospects besides a range of
challenges.
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